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GOLDSMITH INTERNATIONAL-McCORMICK RALLY No 106
And

Pyrenees-Lake Goldsmith Rally-Tour

The 106th Lake Goldsmith Rally is the first to tie our Rally Grounds with
the Associations Beaufort Heritage Precinct Display facility on the site of the
recently renovated Goods Shed and grounds in Albert Street Beaufort.
To mark the event the Sentinel Steam Wagon owners have organized

The Great Southern Steam Trek
For all types of Steam road vehicles, cars, wagons, rollers, traction engines and replicars.
This unique event is to be the largest show of steam wagons outside the UK .
This event will start in Cardigan near Ballarat at 8.30am on Friday Oct 30 and arrive in Beaufort
about noon and join other Red Plate and classic cars trucks, tractors & bikes that will be arriving
from 10am.
All vehicles will start to leave from 2.30pm on the:-

Pyrenees- Lake Goldsmith Rally-Tour
To the Goldsmith International-McCormick Deering Rally No 106
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Mission Statement
To foster, nurture, encourage and demonstrate technical, agricultural and life skills
associated with the Industrial Era.
To provide a quality environment where these skills may be used to educate and
entertain members and visitors.
To run two weekend rallies each year, and be available at convenient time for other
interested groups or individuals.
To conserve and develop a heritage collection.

A French Connection
From Heather Taylor,
Pyrenees Shire Tourism and events
An unusual coincidence for this Rally, is the arrival of visitors from France and
Luxembourg where there are 13 of the more than 20 towns of Beaufort around the
world. They are here for the 2015 Rassemblement de(gathering of) Beaufort, which this
year is hosted by Beaufort in Western Victoria.
41 guests are expected to be here from the 29th of October to the 5th of November.
The visitors are all billeted out to stay with local residents and they have tours arranged
to local attractions, one of which is the Steam Rally at Lake Goldsmith on Saturday 31 th
of October.
We hope that they enjoy their week in Beaufort.

Find us on the net at:-

Or contact us by email
Or write to:

Or contact the editor:-

www.lakegoldsmithsteamrally.org.au

info@lakegoldsmithsteamrally.org.au
The Secretary:- P.O. Box 21 Beaufort 3373

goldsmitgazet@optusnet.com.au

To register for this “cost & obligation free” bi-monthly e-magazine “Goldsmith” email:-

goldsmitgazet@optusnet.com.au

or ph 0425 744 052

Copyright :- Our policy is to encourage redistribution, & protect or contributors, please read below!
The authors appended ©, of work in this newsletter retain the copyright of their work and images. You may
download, display, print and reproduce their material in unaltered form only for your personal use and use within your
family or organisation. Apart from usages permitted under the Copyright Act 1968 such as “Fair Dealing” for the
purpose of reporting, all other rights are reserved. If your organisation is a Periodic publications dedicated to the
preservation of Heritage structures, machinery and skills, or a bona fide news media you may archive and republish
this material free of charge without further authorisation, provided that the source of the material, that is “Goldsmith
Gazette” and the “Authors name ©”, is acknowledged, and that the material is not used for advertising or
endorsements, and that the user does not purport to licence, or assign or sell copyright to other parties. All other rights
are reserved. Requests for other use of copyright material may be directed via the editor
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A UNIQUE EVENT FOR BEAUFORT & LAKE GOLDSMITH
The last edition of Goldsmith ( No 133) gave an
overview of some of the steam wagons that will
be on the steam trek. These wagons will be
joined by Traction engines on the run from
Ballarat to Beaufort. There is a great difference
in the road speed of these vehicles, so an
assembly point has been arranged at the
parking area where the Carngham Road meets
the Western Highway on the East side of Beaufort.
Vehicles will leave from the assembly point and travel on the highway through the
centre of Beaufort and return along Burke Street to the rail crossing at King Street
and turn into
Albert Street and
the Goods Shed
Grounds.
Vehicles,
(apart from the
steamers) are
expected to arrive
at the Goods Shed
from 10am and be
on display until
2.30pm.
The show vehicles may take short show runs through the town from time to time.
There is a storage area at Beaufort and Lake Goldsmith for transport vehicles that will
only be on the Friday Tour. Others will be doing a round trip from the Rally Grounds
The Tour will start from the
Goods Shed grounds about
2.30 pm and head South on the
Skipton Road. Slow vehicles
will turn left at Ellis Road and
follow Cheesemans Road to the
Rally Grounds. Faster vehicles
that will not be a traffic hazard
may follow the asphalt Skipton
road to the Carngham Road
and turn left to the Rally
grounds.
The Tour will include a convoy of International Trucks and Tractors, some of which
will join the Steamers and other vehicles on the run from Ballarat, others will meet in
Beaufort at the Goods Shed and join the Tour to the Rally Ground.
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International Harvester has always been well represented at Lake Goldsmith. Many
examples are permanently in the display sheds and many more are exhibited at Rallies.
International & McCormick Deering, and the 19th century American agricultural
companies that they were formed from, were innovators throughout the period of rural
mechanisation from the introduction of early reaping and harvesting, to the
introduction of tractors and mechanical buggies that could operate on farm tracks and
roads used by horses.
From these innovative beginnings a vast network of dealers was formed around the
world, and International became a household name in
agriculture, transport industry and the military.
INTERNATIONAL IN AUSTRALIA

In Australia, Geelong became the home of
International Harvester in Australia.
Machinery was
imported from America.
This ranged from
portable and stationary
International Titan in NZ
petrol and kerosene
engines to Buffalo Pitts Steam portable and traction
engines to Mogul and Titan tractors. All of this was in
addition to the dedicated farm machinery that had been
the core business
of the 19th century.
Road transport
started with the 2

cylinder high wheel buggies and soon
expanded to include the 3/4Ton H
model plus higher capacity models in
this early alphabetical series of “Coal
Scuttle” bonneted 4 cylinder water
cooled monoblock petrol engined trucks. The model H was upgraded around 1920 to 1
ton capacity, and the called the model 21, and the rest of the upgraded alphabetic
models took numbers ending in 1. Pneumatic tyres became an option, the dainty round
wheel spokes became square, and the gravity feed fuel tank moved from under the
timber bench seat up to the scuttle. The front mounted acetylene headlights, were fed
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from a rechargeable storage
cylinder, or if you had a battery
charger at home you could have
electric lights on the scuttle fed
from a battery under the seat. I
guess that these were vast
improvements on the candle lights
on your horse drawn gear, and
your lighting choice depended on
the farm lighting plant

On the left the model H chassis
plan shows the 3 spring buggy
style rear end, and the model 21
above shows the more
conventional longer 2 semi eleptic
spring that replaced it and allowed
a substantial trailer drawbar to be
fitted. Other differences from the
early H’s was the use of a
multiplate clutch in lieu of the
earlier cone clutch, and the early
H’s also used a distrubutorless
American Bosch magneto that
completed its electric circuit
through a spark plug in a cylinder
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on the exhaust stroke. Whichever cylinder was charged fired. The conventional
distributor was fitted to later models.
The next series moved the Radiator to the front ( behind a strong barred frame)
This series model Numbers ended in 3, ie 33,43 etc
The 33 on the right had an overhead valve tractor engine with a 2 bearing crankshaft
on ball and roller bearings. The
gearbox and clutch housing
moved up behind the engine and
although there was a generator
to charge a battery for the lights,
a starter motor was yet to come.
The rear axle still used external
reduction gears in the hubs. The
hand and foot brakes worked in
drums ( larger models had a
transmission mounted hand
brake) that were bolted to the
timber spokes in the rear wheel.
Pneumatic tyres were an option,
and speed topped out at about
17 mph.
The fuel tank, (and filler
International Model 33 or 43
neck), were inside the cab
under the scuttle above the passengers knees, and the exhaust was under the floor ( to
dry up anything you spilled I guess).
The overhead valve rocker lubrication was independent of the engine system and
required a a regular top with an oil can (conveniently, the lubricator pots projected
above the rocker cover).
These vehicles were popular in Australia and New Zealand, particularly the 3 Ton
models, G, 61, and 63 which seem to
have survived in amazing numbers. The
larger models gradually became used
for transport and specialist roles, from
buses to dump trucks and fire engines to
service vans.
The rugged 3 series continued on into
the late 20’s, but 1921 saw a big change
with the introduction of the Speed
Model S, with its 4 cylinder Lycoming
engine with a starter motor and full
electrics, a banjo style fully enclosed
rear axle with internal and external
brakes on the same drums, and
pneumatic tyres as standard.
Six Speed Special at Lake Goldsmith
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Red paint was first introduced in 1921 on some dealer “Red Baby” vans built on the S
chassis and in 1923 a Speed Sedan was introduced on a modified S chassis.
1925 saw the introduction of
the 3/4ton Special delivery with
a 4 cylinder Waukesha motor
and a low chassis version of the
S arrived as the SL. The 3
Diamond logo was beginning to
appear on enamelled badges on
the radiator and an outline was
cast into some engine blocks.
The S series in 4 and 6 cylinder
and the heavier series of trucks
continued until 1930 when the A
series was introduced.
1928 saw the introduction of 4
wheel brakes. Heavier traffic,
International 1927 SL34 at Geelong
heavier loads and faster speeds
were to much for the rear drums, some of which required sprag rods to be lowered
from the rear axle to allow starting on hills. Anyone who can remember using
unpowered mechanical brakes can hazard a guess at what starting on a hill might have
been like.
1928 also saw the introduction of the six speed special which combined a 2 speed lever
operated gearbox in the diff housing giving 6 forward and 2 reverse speeds. This
popular model continued into the 1930’s as the Model B2 with a road speed of over 35
mph.
1930 saw the introduction of a stylish A series
range of trucks more or less filling the market
slots of their predecessors. Typically
International keep producing various models
when people stopped them. New models did not
seem to superseded earlier models, not
immediately anyway. By 1930 the general
layout of a truck was more or less
standardised. Up to 1930 engines had ranged
from 2 cylinder horizontally opposed engines in
International A2 1933
the Buggies through 4 cylinder side valve
monoblocks with a magneto as the sole electric device to Hall Scott overhead cam units
with high outputs for their larger range. Anyone with an interest in these pre1930
International trucks can find more information at the website of the
Veteran International Harvester Truck Registry at:www.vihtr.com
The site is run by Trevor Davis who owns the SL34 pictured at the top of this page.
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1934 saw a major change in International
trucks with the introduction of the all steel
cab C series and the Diamond series of
engines.
1937 saw the introduction of the very stylish
automotive inspired D series, and 1941 saw
the first K models ( and the start of some
military vehicles, including some made in
Australia)
Again the lighter K models reflected current
automotive styling with large chromed
hubcaps, stylish grills and bumpers and a split
v’d windscreen.
The larger K and KB trucks seemed massive
with large engine bays, teardrop headlights
and spider wheels. The K(?7) below had just
returned from a trip to Alice Springs,
the SL hitching a ride home had driven there
from Melbourne, a tribute to an octogenarian
truck and a patient driver.

International C30 1935

International D30 c1938

International K(?)5

1

International AL pickup

International K?7 with SL on for a ride

International AR

Inter R 190/200?
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Following the K International introduced an Australian made series of trucks based on
the American models.
A new Factory was built at
Dandenong, about 30Km East of
Melbourne.
The AL was a 2 piece windscreen
version of the American L These
trucks had a butterfly bonnet that
could be opened from either side.

Trucks ranged from pickups to the massive AL & AR
190’s ( see last page) The AR was followed by the AS and
then a new alphabetic series started with the AA which is
readily recognised by dual vertical headlights. The AB
was next in line. This time the headlights were off vertical and a fibreglass grill was
used The A was dropped from the next C and D models and
returned with the introduction of the ACCO series.

International C1100

International Scout

Clive Keays International C1300 4*4

The fore going outline just touches the edge of some of the trucks that International
Harvester supplied or manufactured in Australia. They continued making trucks until
the Dandenong Factory started producing Iveco Trucks, The American truck division
survived as Navistar and it may be that we see International Trucks back in Australia.
The forgoing could have been written about farm machinery, Tractors Crawlers,
Military Vehicles or Rural, portable and Industrial engines.
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Many books have been written about International Harvester and the products that
they have produced over their 150 plus year history.
Collectors of International, McCormick Deering and Farmal machinery are well
served by the International Harvester Club of Australia Inc
The club has clubrooms at :Breakwater Road Breakwater, a suburb of Geelong, about 90Km
South West of Melbourne on the Princes Highway. They have branches and sub
branches in all states, and can be contacted on their websiteat:-

www.ihcaustralia.com.au
Many thanks to the editor of their magazine INTERVIEW and the Maher
family of Clarkes Hill for their help with this project. And everyone who has
restored and maintained the vehicles and tractors that are pictured here. Ed.

An immaculate example of a C2050 International ACCO
The combination of the International theme of the next Rally at Lake Goldsmith and
the first Pyrenees Lake Goldsmith Rally Tour will hopefully attract some International
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trucks to the event, and to the pre-rally Goods Shed Exhibition in Beaufort on Friday
the 30th of October 2015.
Many International Truck collectors are members of the Historic Commercial
Vehicle Club, which cater for all makes. This club has a branch in Ballarat and another
in South Australia
The club has a website at:-

www.hcvc.com.au
where you can get contact details and catch up with what’s happening in
truck collecting. This club has had a high profile at Lake Goldsmith Rallies
There are many books available on International Products, and there will
be dealers at the rally who can supply or order books that are available

Maher Family International C1800

Graeme Tomkins International c 1300 Bus and a ***Star series at Lake Goldsmith
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International McCormick Deering W30 and a pair of 2 cylinder Titan Tractors.

This International TD 24 Dozer was in perfect working order at the 104th Rally
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International Transtar

A collection of International Tractors outside their club rooms at Geelong showgrounds

Many of the Tractors pictured in the forgoing pages have been seen at previous Lake
Goldsmith rallies, and we hope that they, and many more will be able to be seen again
at the 106th International Harvester themed.
Recently an IH Engine service manual turned up. No CGES-185-3 June 1983 for 300
and 400 Series Diesel Engines. See page 21 for the vehicles and machines that used
them. One item that caught my interest was the explanation on the operation of the
hydraulically controlled INTRAVANCE® Injection timing advance and aneroid turbo
lag fuel control. There are 24 scanned pages attached. ( email & website only)
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So much for the Intravance system, if any one needs info on these 300 & 400 series
engines the entire manual has been scanned. Email the editor at
goldsmithgazet@optusnet.com.au
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The Lake Goldsmith Rally will as a pageant of steam, in fact a bit more this Rally.
The Steam Wagons on the Great Southern Steam Trek will arrive at the Rally
grounds on Friday around 4pm and they will be there for the Grand Parade on the
Oval, and if all goes well there will be an offsite parade up Cheesemans Road for a
Photo shoot at the site of the Old Bluestone School at the West end of Cushing Road.
Final arrangements have yet to be finalised at the time of writing, more will be known
on the day. The fire Season is expected to be declared on Monday the 2nd of November.
The August edition covered a bit of background on the steam wagons expected to be
on the Trek
There will be a short public show outside the Ballarat Town hall midmorning on
Wednesday the 28th of October. It is expected that the deputy Mayor of Ballarat and
the Pyrenees shire Mayor, Tanya Kehoe.
Tanya is the councillor for the Snake Valley
ward which includes our Rally Grounds. It is
expected that the TV and press will be in
attendance and that the Steam Trek and
International Rally will get some exposure in
the local Media.
Conventional Trucks that will be on the
Trek with the Steamers will be at the Town
Hall as part of the show. On the right the
Navy Steam club Foden Wagon was on show at the same spot for the Heritage Festival.
The Navy Steam Club will be on the Steam Trek but not at the Town Hall.
On Friday October 30 the trek will head for Beaufort where they will assemble and be
on show to the public.
Vintage cars and trucks will start to assemble from 10am and steamers on the trek
will arrive about noon after a trip along th Highway and through the centre of Beaufort
to return along Burke & King Street to Albert Street and the Goods Shed outside
Display area.
The area will be open to the
public and there will be no entry
charge. All are Welcome.
The vehicles will leave on the
Pyrenees-lake Goldsmith- Rally
Tour at about 2.30pm. They will
head South through the traffic
lights on the Skipton Road. Slow
vehicles will turn left at Ellis Road
and then Cheesemans Road to the
Exhibitors gate at the Rally
ground. Faster vehicles may
choose toto stay on the Asphalt
and turn left at the Carngham
Road.
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There should be plenty of photo opportunities, and for those who like expansive views
of Beaufort and the Goods Shed and yards they car park at the top of Camp hill may
be the spot for you. The above picture was taken on a rainy day, but the Goods Shed
can be seen easily, and you can find a spot for some wide angle shots of the display area
and the town in general from this elevated park, see the map on the front cover for the
access of Kings Street
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The photo above, and the one on the
next page taken at a visit from the
Ballarat branch
Of the Historic Commercial Vehicle
Club give an idea of the general
display area.
This brings an end to edition 134 for
August 2015. For those who love the
magic of Steam hard at work with a
driver who has a flare for Art this
picture must raise a nostalgic smile of
days long gone.
We hope that you get a chance to
enjoy the first run of this event that
links the Beaufort Heritage Precinct of
Beaufort with the International Rally
at Lake Goldsmith.
There are plenty of opportunities
along the Carngham Beaufort Road
for taking photos of the Steamers.
Cemetry Hill just west of Carngham,
and some spots in the Forest near the
Beaufort end provide picturesque
spots with good sound effects and that
wonderful smell of burning coal.
Thanks to everyone who has had a
hand in organising this unique event
bringing together the largest gathering
of Steam wagons in Australia and
those fabulous Trucks and Tractors
that arrived here from the
International Harvester plants at Geelong and Dandenong.
The president, Committee and members of the Lake Goldsmith Steam Preservation
Association wish thank all of the participants and exhibitors who have helped with this
Rally and hope that the visitors enjoy the 106th Rally and Tour. Ed.
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